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Lifeline’s constant commitment to research and development ensures that the product 
you buy is at the cutting edge of motorsport protection. No other company has made such 
a contribution to this field, including the development of the fully flexible dip-tube, the 
first environmentally friendly system (Zero 2000), the flow control system and Lifeline’s 
patented discharge technology. Lifeline’s Zero 360 systems use the latest and best in 
halon replacement technology 3M™ Novec™ 1230 and the class leading range of Zero 
3620 & Zero 275 systems are approved to the latest FIA 8865 standard. 

For 2019 Lifeline Fire and Safety Systems have developed a number of new products. Zero 
275 is the latest in Lifeline’s comprehensive range of FIA 8865 fire suppression systems, 
being the lightest and most compact available. Extending Lifeline’s range of motorsport 
safety products is a new range of FIA safety harnesses designed and manufactured in our 
headquarters in Coventry, offering high levels of comfort and adjustability. Lifeline has also 
added to its market leading range of steering quick release hubs with a totally new design 
developed specifically for the endurance market. This innovative design means the steering 
wheel can be fitted quickly without the need for accurate alignment, saving precious 
fractions of a second during a driver change.
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FIRE 
SUPPRESSION 
SYSTEM 

The ultimate in ultra-lightweight technology 
from the Champions of Safety

For competition vehicles requiring suppression 
systems to FIA 8865-2015 regulation
Saving weight in competition vehicles has been the holy grail of designers and engineers 
since racing began and with the introduction of our new Zero 275, we have produced our 
lightest suppression system ever to the FIA 8865-2015 regulation. 

•  Cylinder weight 2.6Kg - entire system weight 3.5Kg
• Lifeline discharge technology
• Increased efficiency in suppressant delivery with unique floor mounted cockpit nozzle
• Advanced electronic control system, simple to install

FIA Homologation No. EX.018.18.
UK Patent Application No. 1813948.5



To satisfy the demands of a growing number of categories, we have adapted our ground 
breaking, patented* Zero 3620 fire suppression technology to our new Firemarshal range.
Tested to comply with the FIA 8865 standard, this intelligent series also offers a 
significant cost benefit over other approved systems.

•  Single cylinder dual discharge technology
•  Protects cockpit and engine bay
•  Meets the FIA 8865 fire suppression standard
•  Suitable for unleaded, diesel and E85 ethanol blends
•  Versatile installation options

with Dual 
Discharge 
Technology*

Homologation no. EX.009.16
*UK Patent No GB2523902
UK Patent GB2538008

Featuring our unique dual discharge technology 
protecting cockpit and engine bay, the system has 
been mandated for use in WRC and approved for all 
categories, covering all race fuels.

The future of fire suppression

Dual Discharge Technology*

*UK patent GB2523902
UK Patent GB2538008
Application No. 1516832.1
Homologation Number
EX.001.15
EX.005.15 



Stored pressure electric
Homologated to FIA 
Technical List 16
Homologation No. EX.042.17

Smaller and lighter than their 
Zero 2000 counterparts the 
Zero 360 stored pressure 
systems benefit from advanced 
nozzle design that delivers 
a significantly more efficient 
distribution of 3M™ Novec™ 
1230 suppressant producing 
a faster and increased levels 
of concentration, ensuring 
extremely fast fire knock-down.

Supplied as a complete installation kit, with anti-torpedo brackets and all the components 
necessary for a professional installation. Available in either electrical or mechanical actuation. 

3.0kg Zero 360 stored 
pressure electric

2.25kg Zero 360 
stored pressure 
electric

Remote charge electric
Homologated to FIA 
Technical List 16

These systems self-pressurise 
upon activation and distribute only 
pure undiluted NOVEC™ 1230 
suppressant making them highly 
efficient. For 2018 the remote charge 
version has been refined, with the 
remote cartridge integrated onto the 
side of the cylinder, offering improved 
packaging characteristics and 
reduced weight. 

These fast-acting systems are 
available in three sizes, 1.5 kg for 
single seaters/prototypes, 2.0kgs 
for saloon/sports cars and a 
3.0kg system that can be used in 
International Rally events.

1.5kg Zero 360 remote 
charge electric 
Homologation No. EX.44.17

2.0kg Zero 360 
remote charge electric

Homologation No. EX.43.17

3.0kg Zero 360 
remote charge electric

Homologation No. EX.43.17

The highest level of fire protection 
offered by a system approved to 
FIA technical list 16. 



4 litre electrical

Homologated to FIA 
Technical List 16 
Homologation No. EX.041.17

Supplied as a complete installation kit with anti-torpedo brackets and all the 
components necessary for a professional installation. Available with either electrical 
actuation or, as the Firemarshal variant, with mechanical actuation. 

The very best in foam based extinguisher systems 
with new nozzle technology (4 nozzles in the 

engine and 4 in the cockpit) 
with reduced delivery tube 

diameter (8mm) the 
Zero 2000 range 

now has faster heat 
absorption and 

fire knock down 
capability. 

2.25kg Zero 360 
Firemarshal stored 

pressure 

Offering all the benefits of 
a Zero 360 Novec™1230 

system but competitively price 
positioned, Lifeline’s popular Firemarshal brand 
has now been extended to the Zero 360 range. 

This is the perfect introduction for anyone looking 
to upgrade their fire suppression system to enjoy 
the efficient, lightweight and compact benefits of 

the Zero 360 Novec™1230 range.

Mechanical stored 
pressure system
Homologated to FIA 
Technical List 16 
Homologation No. EX.042.17

3.0kg Zero 360 
Firemarshal 
stored pressure



AFFF Handheld Extinguishers

Lifeline offers a full range of hand held extinguishers to 
suit all budgets and motorsport applications.

1.0ltr Ideal for your road car, trailer, caravan or workshop. Not approved for use in motorsport.
1.75ltr Portable fire extinguisher for national rallying or pre 31/12/60 historic racing.
2.4ltr Portable fire extinguisher for international rallying.

Rally Packages

1.0kg, 2.0kg & 3.0kg

The Lifeline Rally Package offers you a plumbed 
in system and hand held extinguisher at a lower 
price than purchasing them separately. 

Zero 360 3.0kg Fire Marshal & 2.0kg Novec 1230 Hand Held
Zero 360 3.0kg Electric & 2.0kg Novec 1230 Hand Held
Zero 2000 4.0ltr Fire Marshal & 2.4ltr AFFF Hand Held
Zero 2000 4.0ltr Electric & 2.4ltr AFFF Hand Held

All Lifeline plumbed in fire systems are designed to operate in any orientation even 
upside down. They are all supplied with all of the components for a professional 
installation.  All Lifeline systems are refillable and should be serviced every two years.

• FIA Compliant
• Lightweight and compact
• Gaseous extinguishant
• High quality
• Two year service cycle
•  Excellent fire knock down and fire out capabilities
•  The choice of world championship winning constructors

HandheldsHomologated to FIA 
Technical List 16 
Homologation No. EX.041.17

4 litre mechanical - steel



What’s holding you back? The new race harness range from 
the champions of safety

It takes a company whose sole mantra is 
enhancing driver protection, to produce a new 
product that will close the loop on safety in the 
driver envelope.

Our new safety harness range has been designed and developed to meet the FIA 8853-2016 
standard for safety harnesses.  Designed for comfort and ease of adjustment this new range 
has been designed, developed and manufactured in-house in our Coventry facility. Working 
with some of the world’s leading teams, constructors and drivers, this new product lineup is 
available in a range of styles to suit both clubman and professional drivers.

Becketts
Our entry level harness range 
available in either 2” or 3” 
webbing on the shoulder straps. 
FHR compatible. Featuring anti-
slip steel adjusters on both the 
lap and shoulder straps, 6 point 
fittings with snap hooks and eye 
bolts, although shoulder straps 
can be wrapped around the roll 
cage if required. 
Colours: Black, Blue

Unique buckle mechanism
Designed for easy, positive latching, this lightweight buckle 
has been manufactured from high quality aerospace grade 
materials, to ensure maximum confidence from the driver 
that the harness is correctly and safely latched in place. 

Copse
Our state of the art harness features aluminium adjusters 
for quick, precise easy adjustment and release. With the 
added benefit of lap strap zip adjusters that are integral 
within the lap strap tongue, making these harness the 
perfect choice for endurance racing when changing from 
one driver to another. High levels of attention to detail 
such as easily visible pull down loops on both the lap and 
shoulder adjusters or the strategically placed Velcro for 
communication cables and drinks tubes. Available with 
both snap hook or bolt-through end fittings. FHR only. 
Colours: Black, Blue



Quick Release 
Steering Bosses
The Lifeline quick release steering boss is CNC machined using aircraft quality 
hard-anodised aluminium for strength and durability. Both male and female splines 
are precision gearcut incorporating a master spline for accurate alignment. 
Hard anodised in gold and tested to conform to the latest FIA requirements.

Formula Car

ElectricInnovation gives you 
back valuable seconds

Touring Car

Group N

Classic

Allows you to use the quick release 
mechanism in conjunction with 
any aftermarket steering wheel 
boss that has a 6mm x 70mm PCD 
steering wheel fitment. A black 
anodised version is also available 
for road car applications.

Fitted as standard 
with an 8 pin pre 
wired connector and 
available in Formula,  
Touring and Group N fitment. Ideal for 
using steering wheel mounted dash 
displays and control systems. Available 
with pin configurations  
from 2-22 by special order.

Pit stop and driver change times are as crucial to the race result as a car’s on-track 
performance but now, with our new high angularity quick release steering boss 
system, you can win back time lost elsewhere.

• Effortless, rapid and accurate wheel engagement every time.
• Ingenious design allows for up to 100 degrees of mis-alignment.
• Advanced manufacturing makes it the lightest available, at less than 290g.
• Manufactured from 7075 grade aluminium.

Designed for the classic car market. 
This quick release fits the Moto-Lita® 
wheel and boss with a 9 hole fixing.

Quick change
artist
NEW HIGH ANGULARITY 
QUICK RELEASE
STEERING WHEEL BOSS



Race Mirrors As racers ourselves, we 
felt there had long been 
the need for a more stable, 
secure and lightweight race 
mirror. So we set about 
designing and producing 
our own range which has 
been a revelation in many 
categories.

Mirror Dimensions 150mm x 50mm (75cm2) Regulation 
Requirements. Formula Race. (i.e. F3 Article 275:14.3.2).

FIA Formula Car Mirror

Mirror Dimensions 151mm x 70mm (105.7cm2) 
Regulation Requirements: GT/Touring/Sports Cars.  
(i.e. GT Article 257:15.3 / Sportscars Article 258:15.3).

FIA Touring / GT / 
Sportscar Mirror

Mirror dimensions 110mm x 50mm (55cm2) Regulation 
Requirements. MSA Yearbook K.19.15.1

MSA Formula Car Mirror

Available in three heights 50, 75 and 100 mm with a mirror 
size of 200mm 52mm (104cm2) Designed for central fixing 
in open top sports cars but is also ideal as a rear view mirror 
in a closed car.

Centre Mount Sports 
Car Mirror

•  All mirrors available in flat or convex lens configurations.

Rollcage Padding
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38/40Available in 5 sizes

FIA type A roll cage padding designed and

tested to exceed the lastest FIA standard.

Supplied in 600mm lengths and available

in 32, 38/40, 45, 50 and 60mm diameter

fitment with heavy duty double sided tape

for ease of installation. FIA standard is

8857-2001 Type A.



All Lifeline systems and hand held extinguishers must be returned to Lifeline or one of 
its agents every two years for a service - a list of our dealers and refilling agents can 
be found on our web site.

If you wish to return your system for 
service or refill to Lifeline please ensure 
you send the cylinder back on some 
form of recorded delivery enclosing your 
daytime contact details. We will then 
contact you once the work has been 
carried out for payment details. This 
service usually takes about 48 hours but 
can take longer in the busier times of the 
year. You are also more than welcome 
to call in at Lifeline and have the work 
carried out while you wait. If you intend 
to do this please call us first to advise 
when you are coming.

High intensity Rain Light

and refilling backup
Full servicing

Manufactured in house to conform to section Q 19.1.3 
of the MSA Blue book for towing eyes.
These towing eyes are made from high quality stainless 
steel components and are available in two lengths 
(250mm and 300mm).
Designed to have a breaking strain in excess of 2 tons and 
allow the passage of a 60mm cylinder through the eye.
Available in either Red or Yellow with fluorescent pull chord.
Bespoke lengths available upon request.

MSA Towing Eye

• Flashing facility
• Greater viewing angle

• Brighter
• More compact. 

Manufactured from aluminium with sealed-in high
intensity, low energy LEDs, our new rain light is
suitable for ALL racecars.






